
 
          

 
US  :  1962  :  dir. Edward L Cahn  :  Disney ?                                             :  64 min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Mike McGreevey ………….…………………………………………………………………………… 
John Lupton; Don Keefer 
 

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Words  Ω         Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

2324a 1 1 0 455   -    -    -    -    - No Unseen 

 
 

Films and Filming – September 62 – review: 
 
“When his father dies of a heart attack, the boy 
owner of Flash the Wonder Horse teams up 
with an escaped convict whom he trains to take 
his paw’s place as a clown and as a paw.  This 
cheap and ridiculous quickie might, I suppose, 
in theory, entertain the kiddies, although 
frankly they’d do better to stay at home and 
watch "Frontier Circus" on television; and 
speaking for the over-10s I felt as bored with the 
proceedings as Flash the Wonder Horse 
looked.” 
 
 

The Moving Picture Boy entry on McGreevey: 
 
“This cheerful, freckled redhead was the son of 
a screen and TV writer.  There is no way a film 
called "CHARTROOSE CABOOSE" is going 
to get left out of this book, and there was no 
way young Michael, the epitome of boy-next-
door as well as a useful actor, would be spurned 
by the Disney studio.  He claimed to have made 

more than 100 TV appearances by the time he 
was twelve. 
 
McGreevey went on to be in "TREASURE IN 
THE HAUNTED HOUSE" (64), "THE WAY 
WEST" (67), "THE IMPOSSIBLE YEARS" 
(68), "DEATH OF A GUN-FIGHTER" (69), 
"THE COMPUTER WORE TENNIS 
SHOES" (70) and so forth.” 
 
 
[no listing in "Halliwell's Film Guide", 
"Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 
2001", "Speelfilm Encyclopedie", "The 
Critics’ Film Guide", "The Good Film and 
Video Guide", "Movies on TV and 
Videocassette 1988-89", "Rating the 
Movies (1990)", "The Sunday Times Guide 
to Movies on Television", "The Time Out 
Film Guide", "TV Times Film & Video 
Guide 1995", "Variety Movie Guide 1993", 
"Video Movie Guide 1993" or "The Virgin 
Film Guide"] 
 

 
 
 
No further information currently available.  Presumably a Disney TV movie, since McGreevey 
was one of their stable.  Here 13, his earlier films included "THE GIRL MOST LIKELY" (57 - 
doesn't sound like a Disney title), "CHARTROOSE CABOOSE" (60, now that one does), 
“DAY OF THE OUTLAW”, “THE MAN IN THE NET” (both 59) and "SAMMY THE WAY OUT 
SEAL" (just as Disney as Disney could be, 62). 
 
See subject index under CIRCUS / CLOWNS / FAIRGROUNDS, DESPERADOES / 
ESCAPED CONVICTS, HORSES & PONIES, ORPHANS / ADOPTION and SPECIAL 
FRIENDSHIPS.  In particular, see "THE CLOWN" (52), a rarely-shown retread of "THE 
CHAMP" with Red Skelton and Tim Considine, “TOBY TYLER – OR TEN WEEKS WITH A 
CIRCUS” (60) and "Circus Boy", the TV series with Mickey Braddock in the title role and 
Noah Beery Jr. as the clown. 
 

The Clown and the Kid  


